
 

1. Apache Spark Professional Training with Hands On Lab Sessions  

2. Oreilly Databricks Apache Spark Developer Certification Simulator 

3. Hadoop Professional Training 

4. Apache OOZie HandsOn Professional Training 

FUNDAMENTAL: APACHE ZOOKEEPER 

By www.HadoopExam.com 
  

Note: These instructions should be used with the HadoopExam Apache OOzie: Professional Trainings. 

Where it is executed and you can do hands on with trainer. 

 

 

Cloudera CCA175 (Hadoop and Spark Developer Hands-on Certification available with total 90 solved 

problem scenarios. Click for More Detail) 

 

Cloudera CCPDE575 (Hadoop BigData Data Engineer Professional Hands-on Certification available 

with total 79 solved problem scenarios. Click for More Detail) 

 

Cloudera CCA159 Data Analyst Certification Practice Questions (Total 73 HandsOn Practice Questions) 

 

Java & JEE , Spring, Hibernate and other trainings will be available on www.HadoopExam.com 
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Published on YouTube  

 

 

 

Introduction to Apache Zookeeper 

Zookeeper service is helpful where, you have multiple nodes in your cluster or infrastructure.  

Examples: 

- Hadoop Cluster 

- Kafka Messaging Engine 

- Storm  

 Purpose: Zookeeper helps in synchronizing information across nodes in cluster. 

Zookeeper store information in  

- Memory 

- On Disk 

Znode: Znode stores the information which is required or needs to be shared among multiple nodes. 

Example: Configuration Data 
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Zookeeper Server is used mainly for co-ordination among the nodes in a cluster where multiple nodes 

are involved. 

 

Zookeeper in Message Processing Engine: 

 

Which node is processing which message? This information is stored in Zookeeper’s znode and each 

node get or watch this information. Hence, same message cannot be processed more than once. 

Leader Selection: 

If you want to select, once of the node in your cluster as a master. How would you achieve this?  This 

can be easily achieved using Zookeeper server.  In three node cluster Node1 is a master node, which will 

sever all the requests. However, this node can fail. Hence, when Node1 fails than immediately in less 

than a second Zookeeper can mark Node1 as a failure and another node remaining between Node2 and 
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Node will become master node. (Get Hadoop HandsOIn Training Access to learn in depth and practice 

on Hadoop)  

Hadoop NameNode: Active and StandBy namenode co-ordination  

As we know that in Hadoop cluster to avoid single point of failure of NameNode. We must have at least 

two NamNode should be configured. One node as an active NameNode and another will be in StandBy 

mode.  Zookeeper leader selection mechanism will help, which node will be master node and which 

node will remain in standby mode. As soon as active name node goes down. Zookeeper failover 

controller will be notified and within less than a second stand by NameNode will become active 

NameNode and as an administrator you can handle failed NameNode to bring it up.  

Znode 
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Znode is just a file that contain information which needs to be shared across the nodes in a group (e.g 

group of NameNodes, group of message processing nodes). Any node from the group can watch this 

znode to monitor the change in information stored in it.  

 

Quorum  

Quorum means, there is certainly majority required.  

Hadoop NameNode Quorum Journal Manager  

Journal Node:  

It is a separate daemon process (this is very lightweight process, hence can be setup on master nodes 

like NameNode, ResourceManager etc. 

 

Quorum Journal Manager make sure that any changes needs to be written on majority or the Journal 

Nodes e.g. (2 out of 3) before information success commit. It will also make sure that only once of the 

NameNode will serve request to avoid any split-brain scenario.  

 

Summary:  By reading this article, you would have understood 

- What is Zookeeper? 

- What is the purpose of Zookeeper? 

- What is Znode? 

- What is JournalNode? 

- What is Quorum Journal Manager? 

- Leader selection in group of nodes? 
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All Products List of www.HadoopExam.com 

 

TRAINING'S (AVAILABLE) 

 Hadoop BigData Professional Training  

 HBase (NoSQL) Professional Training  

 Apache Spark Professional Training  

 Apache OOZie (Hadoop workflow) Professional Training  

 Beginner AWS Training Course- (HETRNAWS101) 

 Core Java 1z0-808 Exam training 

 JAX-WS (Java WebService HandsOn Training) 

 Scala Programming Training 

 Python Programming Training 

 Hortonworks Administration Professional Trainings 

 

MAPR HADOOP AND NOSQL CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE) 

 MapR Hadoop Developer Certification 

 MapR HBase NoSQL Certification 

 MapR Spark Developer Certification (In Progress) 

 

HORTONWORKS HADOOP AND NOSQL CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE) 

 HDPCD : NO Java (Hortonworks Developer Certification) 

 HDPCD : Spark (Spark Developer Certifications) 

 HDPCA : Hortonworks Administration Certification 

 Hortonworks Administration Professional Trainings 

 

CLOUDERA HADOOP AND SPARK CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE) 

 CCA131 : Hadoop Administrator 

 CCA-175 Cloudera® (Hadoop and Spark Developer) 

 CCP:DE575 : Cloudera® Data Engineer Certification 

 CCA159 : Cloudera Data Analyst Certifications 

 

DATABRICKSA OREILLY SPARK CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE) 

 Apache Spark Developer 

 

AWS: AMAZON WEBSERVICE CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE) 

 AWS Solution Architect : Associate 

 AWS Solution Architect: Professional 

 AWS Developer : Associate 

 AWS Sysops Admin : Associate  
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MICROSOFT AZURE CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE) 

 Azure 70-532 

 Azure 70-533 

 

DATA SCIENCE CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE) 

  EMC E20-007 

 

EMC CERTIFICATIONS (AVAILABLE) 

  EMC E20-007 

 

SAS ANALYTICS CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE) 

 SAS Base A00-211 

 SAS Advanced A00-212 

 SAS Analytics : A00-240 

 SAS Administrator : A00-250  

 

ORACLE JAVA CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE) 

 Java 1z0-808 

 Java 1z0-809 

 Java 1z0-897 (Java WebService Certification) 

 

ORACLE DATABASE CLOUD CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE) 

  1z0-060 (Oracle 12c) 

 1z0-061 (Oracle 12c) 

 

 

Subscribe Here for Regular Updates: Like New Training Module launched 

 

 

Become Author and Trainer: We are looking for Author (Writing Technical Books) and Trainer (Creating 

Training Material): No Compromise on Quality. 

Benefit: You will get very good revenue sharing. Please drop us an email to hadoopexam@gmail.com (For the 

skills, you feel you are master) 

We are sure, you are good at least one technology. Don’t limit your potential, contact us immediately with your 

skill. Our expert team will contact you with more detail. You training and Books will reach to all our existing 

network and with our expert marketing team we will help you to reach as much as technical professional, with 

our Smart Advertising network. Contact us with sending an email hadoopexam@gmail.com 

Opportunity to share your knowledge with all learners who are in need. We are helping 1000's of learners since 

last 4 years and established ourselves with Quality low cost material.  
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